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Introduction 
Indoor air quality and human exposure assessment of chemicals have become subject of multiple studies 
during the last decade, because people reside for a large part of their life indoors. People in Europe and 
the US spend on average around 90% of their time indoors (homes, workplaces, cars and public transport 
means, etc.)1. The role that dust plays in human exposure assessment is, therefore, of paramount 
importance. Previous studies have shown that dust can carry organic contaminants2 such as brominated 
(BFRs) and organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs), perfluorinated compounds, phthalates, 
polychlorinared biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), pesticides and drugs3. 
Most of these chemicals are released through evaporation, leaching and ageing of common consumer 
goods present indoors  such as electronic devices, furniture, textiles, cleaning and health care products 
and building materials. A combination of various analytical techniques in combination with suspect and 
non-target screening and multivariate statistics approaches made it possible to identify a large range of 
chemicals including flame retardants (FRs) in indoor dust. We applied this approach to dust samples from 
five countries (Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, United Kingdom (UK) and Japan).  
 
Materials and methods 
A total of 48 dust samples from vacuum cleaner bags were collected in Norway, Japan, the Netherlands 
and the UK between 2015 and 2016, and in Sweden in 2008. The collected dust was sieved with a 250 μm 
sieve. 

A sub-sample of 100 mg of sieved dust from each sample was spiked with an internal standard mixture 
and extracted with n-hexane/acetone (1:2, v/v) in an ultrasound bath for 10 min after 1 min vortexing. 
Samples were then centrifuged and the supernatant was transferred into a clean tube. The extraction 
process was repeated two times. Isooctane was added to each tube and the extracts were evaporated to 
800 µL under a gentle steam of nitrogen. The extracts were evaporated to almost dryness and re-
suspended in 100 µL isooctane for injection in GC (not reported here), or methanol for LC analysis. The 
methanol extracts were analyzed using the ESI source and the APCI source, both in the positive and 
negative mode. A high resolution time- of-flight MS (qTOF, Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany with 
mass accuracy <2ppm and resolution >22,000) connected to an LC was used for this analysis. Internal 
mass calibration was used resulting in an accuracy below 5 ppm. For the LC analysis a Kinetex core shell 
LC C18 column was used with eluents H2O and CH3OH. 

The software Data analysis 4.0 from Bruker Daltonics (Bremen, Germany) was used to process data. 
Internal calibration was performed on all the spectra with the enhanced quadratic mode and 
chromatograms were processed with the Find Molecular Feature (FMF) algorithm which combines 
isotopes, charge state, adducts and common neutral losses belonging to the same compound into one 
feature. Retention time, m/z value and intensity define each molecular feature. Parameters were set as 
follows: S/N = 5, correlation coefficient threshold = 0.8, minimum compound length = 10 spectra. The 
molecular features were then aligned by retention time using an algorithm (non-linear retention time 
shift), processed in bucketing and normalization with the software Profile Analysis 2.1 (Bruker Daltonics, 
Bremen, Germany). The generated bucket table was imported to SIMCA-P+ 13.0 (Umetrics, Umeå, 
Sweden) and processed for multivariate data analysis (MVDA). Principal component analysis (PCA) and 



Partial Least Square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were performed using Pareto scaling (the intensity 
of each variable was scaled by the square root of that variable’s standard deviation). 

All calibrated spectra were also processed with the Metaboscape 2.0 software (Bruker Daltonik, Bremen, 
Germany) using a self-built suspect database of around 11,000 compounds. Results from the Metaboscape 
and Multivariate data analysis were combined in order to identify chemicals including identification of 
unknown compounds based on exact mass and isotope pattern. Multivariate data analysis was also 
performed for the non-target screening using all molecular features.  

Results and discussion 
Samples were sorted by source and ionization mode. Hundreds of molecular features were found. About a 
third of the molecular features found in APCI could be identified as suspects (Table 1). For ESI this was 
only roughly 10%. Partial Least Square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was performed on all molecular 
features found to evaluate classify and cluster dust from different countries for each ionization source and 
mode. Two score plots of the samples analyzed  are shown in Fig. 1. Loading plots in which the PLS-DA 
of the compounds are shown were also plotted and were compared with the score plots to further 
investigate the chemical profile of compounds in the dust from the various countries. Analyses are 
ongoing to identify as many as possible compounds. Figure 1 shows three main groups in the APCI (+) 
PLS-DA score plot, whereas the ESI (-) PLS-DA plot shows a much more scattered picture. Interestingly, 
all four plots (APCI (-) and ESI (+) not shown here) show a distinct clustering of the Japanese dust 
samples. Some Dutch samples overlap with the Swedish samples in both pictures in Fig.1, while other 
Dutch samples can clearly be distinguished from the Swedish samples.  

Table 1. The number of molecular features and the number of suspects found in the dust samples analyzed 
by LC-TOF-MS with positive and negative APCI and ESI. 

Source/mode Number molecular 
features 

Number suspects 

APCI neg 745 198 

APCI pos  1276 403 

ESI neg 3768 334 

ESI pos 6868 578 

 

A first check on the presence of FRs showed that all samples contain a substantial number of FRs. Table 
2 shows some examples of FRs that were tentatively identified. Identification of BFRs is underway. 
GC/MS analyses are expected to reveal many other FRs present in these samples.  

The combined approach of  molecular features and multivariate data analysis is an interesting tool for 
identifying FRs and other chemicals in dust samples. It appears that chemical signatures in dust samples 
are highly complex. The software packages are extremely helpful in the identification of the chemical 
compounds. A confirmatory analysis based on analytical standards and MS/MS experiments can further 
help to elucidate the identity of unknown compounds. This multivariate approach also offers possibilities 
for making correlations with information from questionnaires when recorded during time of sampling. In 
addition, an interesting combination is also possible with the results of direct probe analysis of consumer  



 

  

 

 

Figure 1. PLS-DA score plots of APCI (+) (above) and ESI (-) (below) results. 2: Japan, 3: Norway, 4: 
Sweden, 5: The Netherlands, 6: UK.  

products, which already has shown the presence of a multitude of chemicals including flame retardants, 
their degradation products and by-products4,5. Therefore, this approach will further help to fill the gap 
between the vast number of chemicals in consumer good and human exposure. 



 
Table 2. Examples of tentatively identified FRs 
Ionization RT (min) m/z measured m/z calculated Suspect Mol. formula 
ESI pos 8.33 309.21327 309.21892 Tripentyl phosphate C15H33O4P 
ESI pos 11.39 375.17424 375.16115 Resorcinol-2-4-

bis(xylylazo) 
C22H22N4O 

ESI neg 14.31 373.20796 373.16755 Resorcinol-2-4-
bis(xylylazo) 

C22H22N4O 

ESI neg 16.64 445.26826 445.25187 Phosflex 418 C26H39O4P 
APCI pos 17.00 453.21657 453.21892 Tri(isopropylphenyl) 

phosphate 
C27H33O4P 

APCI pos 13.37 256.13478 256.13084 Fyrol 6 C9H22NO5P 
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